Recent Achievements and Awards

**Alexander Forbes** has been recognised as a **Leading Performer** in the 12th edition of Top Performing Companies publication by Topco Media in July 2011 – recognising a sustained increase in growth above CPIX or three year positive profits, along with growth and triple bottom line.

**Alexander Forbes Financial Services South Africa** (AFFS) was awarded the **Professional Management Review's 2012 PMR Diamond Arrow Award** for being rated first overall for the fifth consecutive year in the Consulting & Actuarial category.

**Alexander Forbes** has been ranked in the Top 10 in the Best Company to Work For in South Africa. In the 2010 Deloitte survey, where Alexander Forbes (South Africa) was ranked 8th best, employees rate their employers on 13 dimensions including leadership, transformation, communication, rewards and management style.

**Guardrisk Insurance** and **Guardrisk Life** have their respective domestic financial strength ratings of AA – reaffirmed by Global Credit Rating Co in October 2011.

In 2011, for the 9th year running, **Guardrisk** was ranked as the world's largest specialist captive insurance group of its kind in Business Insurance's annual survey on Rent-a-captive facilities.

**SAS 70 Type II unqualified report** awarded for the fourth consecutive year to Alexander Forbes Administration Services South Africa, after a voluntary review independently completed by PWC to the standards of the American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Alexander Forbes is the first fund administrator in South Africa to have achieved an unqualified SAS 70 Type II report. SAS 70 is regarded as the most appropriate independent review of controlled environment.